Secret Societies of the Immortals

The various immortals and their followers, with their most commonly used symbols
From the books by Kayelle Allen

Sempervians and the Chosen

The Sempervians are immortal warriors created by humans in the Terran Crescent. Captured by humans and exiled on Sempervia, they were later outcast by their own people. Pietas leads them. The Chosen are their mortal servants. Peril is a game played by this group, and Changelings were created by them. Immortals who swear fealty to Pietas are accepted as Sempervians. The Chosen are aware of the Light.

Sempervians: 3 double arrows / Chosen: the Chanoyu (eternity hourglass)

Reborn and the Elite

Like the Sempervians, the Reborn were exiled to the planet Sempervia, and they have remained there, hiding from the world but still somewhat active in it. A few watch over Pietas. The Elite are their servants, and many of them are also Chosen, so they can keep track of the Sempervians. The Elite know about the Chosen and the Light, and suspect the existence of the Ch'thon.

Reborn: Cracked egg / Elite: Hourglass
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Risen and the Light
Unlike the other immortals, the Risen were never captured, but fled the Terran Crescent. They have their own agendas, and don't cooperate with other immortals. However, a small group has unified. Their followers are the Light. The Light know about the Chosen but have not heard of the Elite, and are unaware of the Ch'thon.

*Risen: Broken chain / Light: Sunburst, rays*

Ultras and the Ch'thon
When humanity tried to purge the immortals, the Ultras went underground and hid what they were. The Ch'thon are devoted to bringing the Ultras back to full power, and have devoted their lives to preserving the unaltered history of mankind. The Ch'thon know about the Chosen, the Elite, and the Light but do not interfere with the other groups unless their actions endanger the Ultras.

*Ultras: Interwoven circle of links Ch'thon: 9 overlapping colored circles*